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If Aliens are found who would they be?
The holy bible is the book of the life and has answers for every thing, so there is (I think )
An evidence from the holy bible to prove the Aliens existing
Aliens are found since the creation of Adam and Eve .
they were born for Adam and Eve in the paradise of Eden before their eating from the tree
so ,they had no evil, no sin they live for a long time ,God have taken them to a different
planet to save them when he flooded the earth during Noah's time because they were sinless
And here are the proves to tell that Adam and Eve had children before they got out of Eden
paradise .
When god created Adam and Eve he blessed them and said :" Be fruitful and multiply fill the
earth and subdue it ……"ge 1-28.
And we know that they lived for years before the sin ,so were they going to wait until the fall
in the sin to multiply .

2- The book did not mention that any of Cain or Abel was the firstborn of Adam as what
mentioned in the rest of the newborns later.

3- When Cain killed his brothers, he said that " and it will happen that any one who finds
me will kill me .... .' Ge 4-14 .
So if there are no others, who will kill him? But he knows that there are others in Eden and
they are also brothers for Abel the one he killed.

4-The book mentioned people who called them (the sons of God), so who are those people,
and he said that they got married to the daughters of the people? These are what I mean by
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them, and he called them the sons of God because they were born to Adam in the custody of
God in the Garden of Eden. "Check ge 6:2"

5-The book also states that these sons of God mingled with the girls of the people, and they
all tasted and perverted before the flood, and those after their marriage gave birth to those
whom the people called the mighty.
Ge 6 :4

6- When God inflicted a punishment on Eve, he said " i will greatly multiply your sorrow
and your conception…"

"ge 3 -16" .

Which means to increase the pain not to start it which is meaning that the pregnancy was
known but with little pain, and without Eve’s knowledge of pregnancy she would not have
felt with the punishment

7 - Why are they ashamed of being naked after eating from the tree if they did not know that
these places in their bodies are places of craving and human desire .

8- there are some people were taken to heaven, could be taken to live with them, like Enoch
who walked with god and he was not found ,for god took him Ge 5-24 .
As well Elijah who was kidnapped in a fire storm in a fiery horse. ( joshua bin sirakh 48_9)
All of that proves that those sons of God were existed,and are still existed some where those
people could be taken to them . God is fair so if he saved Noah because he was a good man,
so i think he would have done as well with those who were born in paradise and had no sins .
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